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The Visual Factory Building Participation Through Shared
Information See Whats Happening In Your Key Processes
At A Glance All
"Covers the core concepts and theories of production and operations management in
the global as well as Indian context. Includes boxes, solved numerical examples, realworld examples and case studies, practice problems, and videos. Focuses on strategic
decision making, design, planning, and operational control"--Provided by publisher.
" ... a step-by-step process that can be used to help create a very efficient error-free
organization that will be able to compete with the best of companies"--Page 7.
While there are a growing number of books based on the Toyota Production System, or
lean, focused on healthcare, there are very few that detail the tools that make lean
more than just a way of thinking and put the methodology into practice. Based on
Hiroyuki Hirano's classic 5 Pillars of the Visual Workplace and modeled after the
Shingo Prize-winning Shopfloor Series for Lean Manufacturers, 5S for Healthcare
adopts a proven reader-friendly format to impart all the information needed to
understand and implement this essential lean methodology. It provides examples and
cased studies based on the experiences of the principals involved with the Rona
Consulting Group, who were responsible for the groundbreaking implementation of the
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Toyota Production System at the Virginia Mason Medical Center. Written to readily
assist with hands-on implementation efforts, this volume offers innovative features
designed to improve understanding and support application. This includes helpful howto-steps and practical examples taken directly from the healthcare industry.
The never-ending global search for a country with a low labour wage is almost
bottoming out. The so-called labor-oriented apparel manufacturing industry is poised to
change. Due to fierce global pressure on reducing price and lead time, the textiles and
apparel producers will have to banish all waste from their supply chain. Lean
manufacturing which removes waste and smoothens the process flow is gaining
popularity among textiles and apparel producers and will be a key element for the
survival of the industry in the years ahead. An overview of various lean tools with a
balanced mix of conceptual knowledge and practical applications in the context of
apparel manufacturing Valuable industry information which managers and engineers
can follow themselves without the need to hire outside consultants Case studies and
examples from apparel manufacturing demonstrating how lean tools are being used
successfully by leading organizations; an academician’s delight Possible use cases of
several lean tools having potential use in the apparel manufacturing scenario
If you're aware of the tremendous improvements achieved in productivity and quality as
a result of employee involvement, then you'll appreciate the great value of creating a
visual factory. This book explains why conventional work areas, where fragmented
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information flows from ""top to bottom,"" must be replaced by the ""visual workplace,""
where information flows in every direction. It details how visual management can make
the factory a place where workers and supervisors freely communicate so that every
employee can take improvement action. The author's year-long worldwide research
resulted in an abundance of practical recommendations. The communication
techniques he suggests will: Foster cohesion within groups of employees. Turn faultbased into fact based communication. Overcome such problems as absenteeism and
high defect rates. Stimulate an unending flow of suggestions from employees. A
valuable resource for plant, operations, and human relations managers, this text
discusses how successful companies develop meeting and communication areas,
communicate work standard production controls such as kanban, and make goals and
progress visible. Over 200 diagrams and photos illustrate the numerous visual
techniques discussed.
A powerful and effective Lean tool, 5S can help prevent company failure and launch an
organization into world-class operational excellence. Until now, however, there has
been a need for a book with detailed step-by-step guidelines on how to properly
implement 5S (Sort, Set in Order, Scrub, Standardize, Sustain) and the visual
workplace. Complete with color images, The 5S Playbook: A Step-by-Step Guideline for
the Lean Practitioner fills this need. This new book in The LEAN Playbook Series is
your guide to proper 5S and visual workplace implementation. It is ideal for Lean
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practitioners and facilitators looking for a training tool and a guideline that can be used
in the work area while improvements are being made. Like a football coach, you can
use this playbook for quick reference to convey what’s needed to facilitate effective 5S
kaizen events. If for some reason you forget a "play" during the 5S implementation, you
can easily reference the playbook. You can follow page by page and use the playbook
to facilitate a 5S implementation, or you can go directly to certain topics and use it to
help you implement that particular "play." The playbook includes color images from
actual 5S implementations. In addition to the images, a combination of short
paragraphs and bulleted descriptions walk you through each step of an effective 5S
implementation. Looking for supplemental information or Lean coaching from Chris
Ortiz? Go to www.leanplaybooks.com to receive ongoing support and advice on how to
use The LEAN Playbook Series for training and implementation.
Winner of the 2003 Shingo Prize! Reorganizing work processes into cells has helped
many organizations streamline operations, shorten lead times, increase quality, and
lower costs. Cellular manufacturing is a powerful concept that is simple to understand;
however, its ultimate success depends on deciding where cells fit into your
organization, and then applying the know-how to design, implement and operate them.
Reorganizing the Factory presents a thoroughly researched and comprehensive "life
cycle" approach to competing through cellular work organizations. It takes you from the
basic cell concept and its benefits through the process of justifying, designing,
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implementing, operating, and improving this new type of work organization in offices
and on the factory floor. The book discusses many important technical dimensions,
such as factory analysis, cell design, planning and control systems, and principles for
lead time and inventory reduction. However, unique to the literature, it also covers in
depth the numerous managerial issues that accompany organizing work into cells. In
most implementations, performance measurement, compensation, education and
training, employee involvement, and change management are critically important.
These issues are often overlooked in the planning process, yet they can occupy more
of the implementation time than do the technical aspects of cells. Includes: Why do
cells improve lead time, quality, and cost? Planning for cell implementation Justifying
the move to cells, strategically and economically Designing efficient manufacturing and
office cells Selecting and training cell employees Compensation system for cell
employees Performance and cost measurement Planning and control of materials and
capacity Managing the change to cells Problems in designing, implementing, and
operating cells Improving and adapting existing cells Structured frameworks and
checklists to help analysis and decision-making Numerous examples of cells in various
industries
Second Edition of a Shingo Prize Winner Based on the author's personal experience
with Toyota‘s master teachers and with companies in the midst of great change, Andy
and Me: Crisis and Transformation on the Lean Journey, now in its second edition, is a
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business novel set in a failing New Jersey auto plant focusing on the tribulations of Tom
Pappas,

These are the proven benefits of implementing "visual systems" - a highly
successful lean-production approach that uses visual indicators, signals, controls,
and guarantees to direct and support activities on the shop floor. The result is a
self-explaining and self-regulating workplace where critical information is shared
rapidly, accurately, and without speaking a word. Visual Systems is a
comprehensive look at how to implement this breakthrough approach. Any
company can use Dr. Gwendolyn D. Galsworth's approach to organize, share,
and visually manage the thousands of location details on which the daily life of an
enterprise depends. Use this book to build common sense and a common
improvement language directly into the workplace and put an end to costly
secrets, surprises, and microsupervision.
Does your company think and act ahead of technological change, ahead of the
customer, and ahead of the competition? Thinking strategically requires a
company to face these questions with a clear future image of itself. Implementing
a Lean Management System lays out a comprehensive management system for
aligning the firm's vision of the future with market realities. Based on hoshin
management, the Japanese strategic planning method used by top managers for
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driving TQM throughout an organization, Lean Management is about deploying
vision, strategy, and policy at all levels of daily activity. It is an eminently practical
methodology emerging out of the implementation of continuous improvement
methods and employee involvement. The key tools in the text build on the
knowledge of the worker, multi-tasking, and an understanding of the role and
responsibilities of the new lean manufacturer.
While there are numerous Lean Certification programs, most companies have
their own certification paths whereby they bestow expert status upon employees
after they have participated in or led a certain number of kaizen events. Arguing
that the number of kaizen events should not determine a person's expert status,
The Lean Practitioner's Field Book: Proven, Practical, Profitable and Powerful
Techniques for Making Lean Really Work outlines a true learning path for anyone
seeking to understand essential Lean principles. The book includes a plethora of
examples drawn from the personal experiences of its many well-respected and
award-winning contributors. These experts break down Lean concepts to their
simplest terms to make everything as clear as possible for Lean practitioners. A
refresher for some at times, the text provides thought-provoking questions with
examples that will stimulate learning opportunities. Introducing the Lean
Practitioner concept, the book details the five distinct Lean Practitioner levels and
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includes quizzes and criteria for each level. It highlights the differences between
the kaizen event approach and the Lean system level approach as well as the
difference between station balancing and baton zone. This book takes readers on
a journey that begins with an overview of Lean principles and culminates with
readers developing professionally through the practice of self-reliance. Providing
you with the tools to implement Lean tools in your organization, the book includes
discussions and examples that demonstrate how to transition from traditional
accounting methods to a Lean accounting system. The book outlines an
integrated, structured approach identified by the acronym BASICS (baseline,
analyze, suggest solutions, implement, check, and sustain), which is combined
with a proven business strategy to help ensure a successful and sustainable
transformation of your organization.
The Value Stream Management System simplifies the planning process for lean
implementation, ensuring quick deployment and greater success. It links the
metrics and reporting required by management with the lean tools needed on the
manufacturing floor. The central feature of this illustrative and engaging book is
the value stream management storyboard, a tool representing an eight-step
process for lean implementation. The storyboard brings together people, tools,
metrics, and reporting into one visual document. The authors stress the
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importance of reaching beyond single-point kaizens to ensure a sustainable lean
implementation process. Many people use the value stream map as an individual
tool, but not within the context of a proven overall system. Value Stream
Management: Eight Steps to Planning, Mapping, and Sustaining Lean
Improvements shows you how to use mapping as part of a complete system for
lean implementation. The final outcome of Value Stream Management is the
creation of a complete, visual plan for lean transformation - and the mastery of
the skills required to implement that plan. Instead of just using Toyota Production
System Tools, the authors encourage you to create your own lean production
system. Value Stream Management will help you to complete your process and
sustain it! BONUS CD! Along with this book you receive a CD containing a lean
assessment tool, a storyboard template, useful charts, a team charter, forms,
reports, and worksheets. DVD Package (see Catalog No. PP7338) A training aid
to implement those principles taught in the book, a training video is available that
teaches managers how to train lean teams. It starts with an overview of value
stream management and the basics of lean. Subsequent lessons teach how to
map current and future states; how to create action plans for implementation and
follow-through; and how to develop a storyboard that communicates the entire
process. Finally, a computer-generated "virtual factory" shows how the system
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comes together and how lean actually works. Viewers will see value stream
management in action at four major companies. The package includes a
facilitator's guide that provides information on how to use the package and an
overview of each training module,and a participant guide,
Winner of a Shingo Research and Professional Publication Award Lean
Production Simplified, Second Edition is a plain language guide to the lean
production system written for the practitioner by a practitioner. It delivers a
comprehensive insider's view of lean manufacturing. The author helps the reader
to grasp the system as a whole and the factors that animate it by organizing the
book around an image of a house of lean production. Highlights include: A
comprehensive view of Toyota1s lean manufacturing system A look at the origins
and underlying principles of lean Identifying the goals of lean production Practical
problem solving for lean production Activities that support involvement - Kaizen
circles, suggestion systems, and problem solving This second edition has been
updated with expanded information on the Lean Improvement Process;
Production Physics and Little's Law - the fundamental equation for both
manufacturing and service industries (cycle time = work in process/throughput);
Value Stream Thinking - combining processes required to bring the product or
service to the customer; Hoshin Planning -- using the Planning and Execution
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Tree diagram and Problem Solving -- including the "Five Why" method and how
to use it. Lean Production Simplified, Second Edition covers each of the
components of lean within the context of the entire lean production system. The
author's straightforward common sense approach makes this book an easily
accessible on-the-floor resource for every operator.
This book collates the main research developments around Lean Construction
over the past 25 years with contributions from many seminal authors in the field.
It takes stock of developments since the publication of Koskela’s (1992)
Application of the New Production Philosophy to Construction and, in doing so,
challenges current thinking and progress. It also crystallises theoretical
conceptualisations and practically situated learning whilst identifying future
research challenges, agendas and opportunities for global collaborative actions.
The contributors present the development of Lean Construction as a fundamental
part of improving construction productivity, quality and delivery of value to clients
and users of built infrastructure. In doing so, the book introduces the reader to
the foundational principles and theories that have influenced the way we now
understand Lean Construction and has provided very useful insights to students,
practitioners and researchers on key junctures over the last 25 years.
Highlighting the key contemporary developments and using global case study
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material the chapters demonstrate good practice but also help introduce new
thinking to both lay readers and experienced practitioners alike. This book is
essential reading for undergraduate and postgraduate students, researchers and
practitioners with an interest in Lean Construction and construction management,
providing a general understanding of the area, current state of the art knowledge
as well as providing an insight into areas for future research.
This is the Participant Guide that summarizes key concepts from the video,
provides reflection exercises for internalizing information as well as worksheets
and checksheets to guide participants during implementation work on the floor.
This is usually sold with The 5S System: Workplace Organization and
Standardization
This book discusses the latest advances in people-centered design, operation,
and management of broadly defined advanced manufacturing systems and
processes. It reports on human factors issues related to various research areas
such as intelligent manufacturing technologies, web-based manufacturing
services, digital manufacturing worlds, and manufacturing knowledge support
systems, as well as other contemporary manufacturing environments. The book
covers an extensive range of applications of human factors in the manufacturing
industry: from work design, supply chains, evaluation of work systems, and social
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and organization design, to manufacturing systems, simulation and visualization,
automation in manufacturing, and many others. Special emphasis is given to
computer aided manufacturing technologies supporting enterprises, both in
general and in the manufacturing industry in particular, such as knowledge-based
systems, virtual reality, artificial intelligence methods, and many more. Based on
the AHFE 2016 International Conference on Human Aspects of Advanced
Manufacturing, held on July 27-31, 2016, in Walt Disney World®, Florida, USA,
the book provides readers with a timely snapshot of the enterprises of the future
and a set of cutting-edge technologies and methods for building innovative,
human-centered, and computer-integrated manufacturing systems.
Self-Balancing is not just a tweak or change to assembly line balancing, but a
completely transformed method for achieving continuous flow. Among the reasons you
should try Self-Balancing is that you can expect a productivity improvement of at least
30 percent with improvements of 50-60 percent quite common.Using a well-tested
method for successful
Since the 1980s, Japanese firms have challenged US dominance in many
manufacturing industries; increasingly in the form of transplant operations. This text
offers case studies and surveys to explain the process of transferring and transforming
the best Japanese Management Systems (JMS).
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Looks at more than a hundred modern applications of productivity improvement, and
discusses subplants, international manufacturing, and organizational changes.
Foreword. . . Foreword. . Ch. 1. The journey begins. 5. Ch. 2. Introducing Dr. Shigeo
Shingo. 15. Ch. 3. Taichi Ohno. 27. Ch. 4. Defining waste. 39. Ch. 5. Dr. Shingo asking
five whys at Granville Phillips. 45. Ch. 6. My first trip to Japan : a thriller. 49. Ch. 7.
Discovering Shingo : a magic moment. 63. Ch. 8. The lobster feast and the first
changeover by Dr. Shingo. 71. Ch. 9. The study mission process. 85. Ch. 10. SMED quick changeovers - the heart of JIT. 93. Ch. 11. My mental transformation : there are
'gems' scattered all over Japan. 103. Ch. 12. Developing an understanding of Japan.
121. Ch. 13. Factory tours : a feast for the eyes. 127. Ch. 14. The Gemba walk. 137.
Ch. 15. 5 S. 143. Ch. 16. Discovering books in Japan. 147. Ch. 17. Fire the quality
manager!. 155. Ch. 18. The best factory in the world. 161. Ch. 19. Getting to know Dr.
Shingo. 171. Ch. 20. The birth of the Kaizen Blitz. 177. Ch. 21. Finding books and
meeting Kazuhiro Uchiyama. 187. Ch. 22. Shingo to teacher. 193. Ch. 23. Never take
no for an answer. 197. Ch. 24. Introduction to TPM - another billion dollar idea. 201. Ch.
25. Shigehiro Nakamura. 213. Ch. 26. Kaoru Ishikawa. 227. Ch. 27. Iwao Kobayashi 20 keys. 231. Ch. 28. Union of Japanese scientists and engineers (JUSE). 235. Ch. 29.
Dr. W. Edwards deming. 237. Ch. 30. The impact of Dr. Joseph Juran. 251. Ch. 31. Life
time employment system. 253. Ch. 32. Quick and easy Kaizen. 257. Ch. 33. A gallery
of great geniuses. 277. Ch. 34. Professor Louis E. Davis and socio-technical systems.
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295. Ch. 35. Failure to change is a vice!. 301. Ch. 36. Summary. 305. Ch. 37. Gary
Convis - President Toyota (TMMK). 307. Ch. 38. Gary Smuda - technicolor corporation.
319. Ch. 39. Professor Doc - Robert Hall. 329. Ch. 40. Don Dewar - President QCI
International. 341. Ch. 41. Richard Schonberger. 345. Ch. 42. Vision statements. 355. .
Lean terms. 361.
Since the invention of double-entry bookkeeping, managers have judged a company's
worth by sales and profits. Now, Richard J. Schonberger, the architect of the worldwide
Just-In-Time revolution, reaches beyond "financials" to redefine excellence -- and
reveals, with new benchmark data, how pioneers become dynasties. Schonberger's
pathbreaking new research reveals that, from 1950 to 1995, while "financials" dipped
and soared repeatedly, industrial decline and ascendancy correlated perfectly with
inventory turnover -- one of two key nonfinancial indicators and a bedrock measure,
along with customer satisfaction, of a company's power, strength, and value. In this
immensely readable book, he captures these new metrics -- the true predictions of
future success -- in 16 customer-focused principles created from self-scored reports
supplied by over 100 pioneering manufacturers in nine countries. Armed with new worldclass benchmark data, Schonberger redefines excellence in terms of competence,
capability, and customer-focused, employee-driven, data-based performance. For fronttine associates to senior executives, Schonberger has written manufacturing's action
agenda for the next decade. This book will be indispensable reading for manufacturing
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and general managers in all industries, as well as for pension fund managers,
institutional investors, stock analysts, and stockbrokers.
An effective visual communication system can help manufacturing employees eliminate
significant waste from daily tasks. From work-zone color coding to posted metrics,
visual controls clarify and simplify the path to enhanced processes and profits. Leaving
little to chance, Visual Controls: Applying Visual Management to the Factory provides a
detail
In engineering management, the important resources of manpower, materials and
machines need special attention in order to achieve competitive advantage. In this case
study approach, some relevant theory is provided, with an analysis of the strengths and
weaknesses for application. The challenge for the reader is to improve the current
situation, given the facts that have been identified. All the cases are open-ended, so the
actual changes adopted with outcomes obtained are included, thus facilitating
comparisons. The cases cover topics such as strategy formulation, management
structure, cost estimation, production control and delivery, productivity, assembly line
output, investment decisions, management information decisions, quality systems,
health and safety aspects, TQM and continuous improvement, measuring and
monitoring results.
The Visual FactoryBuilding Participation Through Shared InformationRoutledge
People, not Ideas, are a Company's Greatest Asset Employee involvement has repeatedly
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proven itself to be the key to any successful continuous improvement program. But getting that
involvement requires careful planning, management, training, guidance, and documentation.
Improvement Engine: Creativity and Innovation – The Kaizen Teian Approachexplores and
melds two essential aspects of successful programs: Kaizen, the goal of continuous
incremental improvement, and Teian, the process of involving employees in reaching that goal.
Moving beyond a traditional suggestion system The text outlines a workable approach that
every company, division, unit, manager, kaizen promoter, or team leader can take to establish
and utilize a kaizen teian program. Originated in Japan and based on years of evolving
practices within numerous companies, this tested program provides a practical and proven
framework for understanding and implementing kaizen, including— A model "kaizen sheet" tool
for documenting improvements Actual examples of how to best promote, educate, and
establish a kaizen teian system. With in-depth discussion that discerns between what should
and should not be done, the authors highlight how this simple, disciplined philosophy quickly
gets to the core of a problem.
This book examines current and emerging challenges in manufacturing related to the ideal of
developing production processes with variability and agility on one level of the system,
combined with structures ensuring stability and robustness on another level; close to what by
other scholars has been discussed in terms of continuous innovation. However, this ideal has
proven to be difficult to achieve in practice, and there is a need for enhanced and more
sophisticated theoretical models dealing with the complexity surrounding organizational
conditions to foster incremental as well as radical change in production systems, and, at the
same time to ensure stability over time. As a theoretical frame of reference, a perspective on
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change where conflicting demands and conflicting activities, e.g., exploration and exploitation,
are seen as intertwined and interdependent, is used throughout the book. The ideal from this
perspective is to make use of such conflicting forces and to develop the change dynamics by
keeping them in the same social system, not to structurally separate them in different
departments or different initiatives. The main purpose of the book is to address an increased
need for quality improvement through innovation and disruptive change in production.
Traditional theories and managerial models of production systems are developed with a focus
on stability and improvement. There is a need for enhanced models to reach an ability to
develop new future production systems. The goal of the book is to provide nuances and new
perspectives giving more realistic models of the production system to be able to increase the
change potentiality of the organization and thus the long-term competiveness. Learning and
organizational perspectives are in focus as enablers to increase the understanding of a
production system as such. Long-term competitiveness through adaptability and the potential
for radical improvement is of importance throughout the book. The use of dualities and the
concept of ambidextrous organizations as a frame of understanding is the innovative strength
for this area.
The three volumes IFIP AICT 438, 439, and 440 constitute the refereed proceedings of the
International IFIP WG 5.7 Conference on Advances in Production Management Systems,
APMS 2014, held in Ajaccio, France, in September 2014. The 233 revised full papers were
carefully reviewed and selected from 271 submissions. They are organized in 6 parts:
knowledge discovery and sharing; knowledge-based planning and scheduling; knowledgebased sustainability; knowledge-based services; knowledge-based performance improvement,
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and case studies.
Winner of the Shingo Prize for Excellence in Quality Improvement -From the Shingo judges:
This work has an extremely widespread application as the tools, techniques, and methods
described are at a level that achieves the goals of Lean and operational excellence without
tying them down to a specific industry or work stream. The book provides practical knowledge
for lean champions, managers, and executives driving toward operational excellence
enterprise-wide. The story format, and the presentation of this material was excellent, and the
avoidance of lean and operational excellence jargon gives the book a wide appeal...it is a
pleasure to read. The Sequel to the Influential “Lean” Business Novel Andy & Me The
Remedy is a compelling a business fable that shows how Lean quality improvement business
practices—traditionally associated with manufacturing--can dramatically improve the service
areas of your business-including design, engineering, sales, marketing and all processes in
between. Written by Pascal Dennis, a leading Lean consultant, the story follows Tom Pappas
and Rachel Armstrong, senior leaders at a desperate automotive company as they try to
implement a Lean management system across an entire platform, the Chloe, a breakthrough
"green" car. The future of the company is at stake. Can Tom and Rachel, supported by Andy
Saito, a retired, reclusive Toyota executive, regain the trust and respect of the customer? Can
a venerable but dying company implement Lean practices to every part of their business and
learn a new, more effective way of managing? Shows you how to use the Lean quality
improvement method to fix not just a manufacturing system, but an entire company, including
management, design, marketing, and supply chain Written by Pascal Dennis, author of four
books on Lean practices and winner of the coveted Shingo Prize for outstanding research
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contributing to operational excellence Originally developed by Toyota, the Lean approach to
quality improvement has gained a worldwide following and helped turn around enumerable
struggling businesses
This volume gathers selected peer-reviewed papers presented at the XXVI International Joint
Conference on Industrial Engineering and Operations Management (IJCIEOM), held on July
8-11, 2020 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The respective chapters address a range of timely topics
in industrial engineering, including operations and process management, global operations,
managerial economics, data science and stochastic optimization, logistics and supply chain
management, quality management, product development, strategy and organizational
engineering, knowledge and information management, work and human factors, sustainability,
production engineering education, healthcare operations management, disaster management,
and more. These topics broadly involve fields like operations, manufacturing, industrial and
production engineering, and management. Given its scope, the book offers a valuable
resource for those engaged in optimization research, operations research, and practitioners
alike.
In his best-selling book Japanese Manufacturing Techniques, Richard J. Schonberger
revolutionized American manufacturing theory and, more important, practice. In that
breakthrough book, he revealed that Japanese manufacturing excellence was not culturally
bound. Offering the first demystified explanation of the simple techniques that fueled Japan's
industrial success, he demonstrated how the same methods could be put to work as effectively
in U.S. plants.
Proven to increase efficiencies in the manufacturing sector, Standard Work has become a key
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element in reducing process waste, ensuring patient safety, and improving healthcare services.
Part of the Lean Tools for Healthcare Series, this reader-friendly book builds on the success of
the bestselling, Standard Work for the Shopfloor. Standard Work for Lean Healthcare explains
how to apply this powerful Lean tool to increase patient safety and reduce the cost of providing
healthcare services. It illustrates how standardization can help you establish best practices for
performing daily work and why it should be the cornerstone for all of your continuous
improvement efforts. Presented in an easy-to-assimilate format, the book describes work in
terms of cycle time, work in process, takt time, and layout. It also: Defines the key concepts of
standard work and explores the essential elements of a continuous improvement culture
Provides detailed guidance through the process of creating, maintaining, and improving
standards Illustrates the application of standardization and standard work in healthcare with a
range of examples Includes access to helpful websites and further reading on standardization,
standard work, the 5S System, and Lean healthcare A joint effort between the Rona Consulting
Group and Productivity Press, this book presents invaluable insights from pioneers in Lean
thinking to help you avoid common mistakes that can lead to unnecessary wastes of time and
resources. Each richly illustrated chapter includes a chapter summary, reflection questions,
and margin assists that highlight key terms, how-to steps, and healthcare examples—making
this an essential resource for healthcare professionals starting out on their Lean journey.
Kanban is the name given to the inventory control card used in a pull system. The primary
benefit of kanban is to reduce overproduction, the worst of the seven deadly wastes. A true
kanban system produces exactly what is ordered, when it is ordered, and in the quantities
ordered. It is essentially a dynamic work order that moves with the material. Each kanban
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identifies the part or subassembly unit and indicates where each one came from and where
each is going. Used this way, kanban acts as a system of information that integrates your
plant, connects all processes one to another, and connects the entire value stream to customer
demand. Kanban for the Shopfloor provides a working manual for those seeking to implement
this method of production control in any operation. It defines the various terms and methods
employed in kanbans, and illustrates how when adhered to, kanban is an element of
continuous improvement that ultimately leads to the ideal of one-piece flow." In addition to
reducing the waste of overproduction, kanban will help your company increase flexibility to
respond to customer demand, coordinate production of small lots and wide product variety,
and simplify the procurement process. About the Shopfloor Series: Put proven improvement
tools in the hands of your entire workforce! Progressive shopfloor improvement techniques are
imperative for manufacturers who want to stay competitive and to achieve world class
excellence. And it's the comprehensive education of all shopfloor workers that ensures full
participation and success when implementing new programs. The Shopfloor Series books
make practical information accessible to everyone by presenting major concepts and tools in
simple, clear language and at a reading level that has been adjusted for operators by skilled
instructional designers. One main idea is presented every two to four pages so that the book
can be picked up and put down easily. Each chapter begins with an overview and ends with a
summary section. Helpful illustrations are used throughout. Other topics in the Shopfloor
Series: Kanban, 5S, Quick Changeover, Mistake-Proofing, Just-in-Time, TPM, Cellular
Manufacturing
This volume constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of 11 international workshops
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held as part of the 8th Extended Semantic Web Conference, ESWC 2011, in Heraklion, Crete,
Greece, in May 2010. The 22 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from a total of 75 submissions to the workshops during two rounds of reviewing and
improvement. The papers are organized in topical sections on the following workshops: 1st
International Workshop on eLearning Approaches for the Linked Data Age, 1st Workshop on
High-Performance Computing for the Semantic Web, 3rd International Workshop on Inductive
Reasoning and Machine Learning for the Semantic Web, 1st Workshop on Making Sense of
Microposts, 1st Workshop on Ontology and Semantic Web for Manufacturing, 1st Workshop on
Question Answering over Linked Data, 4th International Workshop on REsource Discovery, 6th
International Workshop on Semantic Business Process Management, 1st Workshop on
Semantic Publication, 1st Workshop on Semantics in Governance and Policy Modelling, and
1st International Workshop on User Profile Data on the Social Semantic Web.
Shingo, whose work at Toyota provided the foundation for JIT, teaches how to implement nonstock production in your JIT manufacturing operations. The culmination of his extensive
writings on efficient production management and continuous improvement, this book is an
essential companion volume to his other landmark books on key elements of JIT, including
SMED and poka-yoke. It includes: Fundamental flaws in European and American production
philosophies. Basic concepts for improving production systems. The "scientific thinking
mechanism" -- a new approach to improvement. Implementing a production method in an age
of authorized stock production. Development of production functions in the age of non-stock
production. Significance of the different production systems.
Cellular Manufacturing: One-Piece Flow for Workteams introduces production teams to basic
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cellular manufacturing and teamwork concepts and orients them for participating in the design
of a new production cell. Use this book to get everyone on board to reduce lead time, work-inprocess inventory, and other profit-draining wastes. Each chapter includes an overview and a
summary to reinforce concepts, as well as reflection questions, which can be used to
encourage group discussions. This volume is part of Productivity Press’ Shopfloor Series,
which offers a simple, cost-effective approach for building basic knowledge about key
manufacturing improvement topics
An explanation of the disciplines of Genba Kanri. The book looks at management practices
required for GK disciplines to function and aims to show how, by connecting "people" concerns
with the operational aspects of manufacturing, GK can improve management and productivity.
Increase Profitability and Decrease Liability with 5S A criticalyet often overlooked area in the
visual workplace is the concept of continuous improvement. In this important work, JIT expert
Hiroyuki Hirano introduces his 5S System: Sort, Set In Order, Shine, Standardize, and Sustain.
These steps are designed to improve efficiency, strengthen maintenance, and provide
continuous improvement in all facets of a company’s operations. Addressing the skepticism of
executives who deride the 5S System for its simplicity, the author, revered for his no-nonsense
approach, warns of disastrous consequences for companies that fail to recognize its value; if
they cannot successfully implement 5S, there is little hope of integrating large-scale changes
such as JIT or re-engineering. Presented in a thorough, detailed style, 5 Pillars of the Visual
Workplace explains why the 5S's are so important, as well as the nuts- and-bolts of 5S
implementation. Filled with numerous case studies, hundreds of graphic illustrations, and
training materials, including over forty 5S user forms, this volume is a must-have guide for
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organizations seeking to thrive. To introduce the 5S system and sell its use to executives as
well as workers, consider purchasing— 5S System: An Introduction DVD Catalog no. PP5934,
Adhering to the principle of efficiency that defines this revolutionary and proven system, this
video succinctly explains what is involved, who should participate, and what it will take to get
started.
In a "pull" production system, the final process pulls needed parts from the previous process,
which pulls from the process before it, and so on, as determined by customer demand. This
allows you to operate without preset schedules and avoid unnecessary costs, wastes, and
delays on the manufacturing floor.Pull Production for the Shopfloor introduce
If your company is adopting world class manufacturing techniques, you'll need new methods of
performance measurement to control production variables. In practical terms, this book
describes the new methods of performance measurement and how they are used in a
changing environment. For manufacturing managers, as well as cost accountants, it provides
the theoretical foundation for these innovative methods and is supported by extensive practical
examples.
Following in the tradition of its Shingo Prize-winning predecessors, Lean Production Simplified,
Third Edition gives a clear overview of the structure and tools of the Lean production system.
Written for the practitioner by a practitioner, it delivers a comprehensive insider's view of Lean
management. The author helps readers grasp the system as a
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